. The port identifiers (names) of the two instances of The condition attribute on CFG edges can be classified into one of three types: "time delay", "non-empty input port", and "boolean expression".
Edges We use the graphical notation shown in Figure 6 to distinguish the different types of edges and their associated conditicm and event attributes.
A True Edge is represented as a BoolEdge with a capital "T" near the edge type symbol. The event attribute associated with each edge specifies the action that is taken whenever that edge is traversed during the course of simulation execution. The action taken may include changing the values of the AC's local variables, sending messages to output ports of the A.C, or receiving a message from an associated input port.
Any event may send messages to one or more output ports, however only events that are associated with PortEdges may receive messages from input ports.
An event associated with a PortEdge receives only one message during each execution (traversal of the PortEdge), and the message received is from the input port which is associated with that PortEdge. If no action is to be taken during the traversal of a specific edge, we say that the event associated with that edge is the "null event" (commonly represented as "e-nullo'" or "enU1l").
Operational Semantics
Each AC is an independent encapsulated entity with its own thread of control.
Each AC has what is referred to as a "Point of Control" (POC). The POC for an AC always resides at a control state. The control state at which the POC currently resides is called the "current" control state. The conceptual operation of an AC is as follows. The simulation execution algorithm examines all edges leaving the current control state and selects the edge whose condition attribute will first (at the earliest point from the current simulation time) assume the value true.
If this selection process returns more than one edge, then the edge with the highest priority is selected for traversal. To execute its next simulation event, the AC, advances its local simulation clock, if necessary, to the time at which the selected edge's condition att ribut,e becomes true. The AC's POC then traverses the selected edge to the control state which the selected edge terminates on, executing the associated event routine during the edge traversal.
The control state that the POC arrives on during the edge traversal becomes the new current control state and the process of selecting an out bound edge begins again.
This operation is repeated for each AC until the simulation terminates.
(Note that an edge traversal over an edge with the null event may advance the AC'S local clock. This is because the clock advancement occurs prior to and independent of the event routine associated with the edge.)
Control Flow Graph Example
To demonstrate how a CFG is used to model the behavior of an AC, we show how to model the behavior of a simple queuing server. This server handles two classes of jobs using a "priority preempt/resume" job selection discipline.
Each job is either a "high priority" job, or a "low priority" job. Jobs within each class a,re processed on a First Come First Serve (FCFS) basis. The server always works on a high priority job if one is available and high priority jobs are always run to completion once they start service. If the server is busy with a low priority job when a high priority job arrives, the low priority job is preempted (work on it is suspended) and the server then begins working on the high priority job. The server processes high priority jobs until there are no more high priority jobs to work on. Work on a suspended low priority job is then resumed where it left off.
The external view of the AC type is shown in Figure 7. Since the AC we are modeling in this example is a server that handles two classes of jobs, we assign this AC the type name: "2ClassServer".
A "2ClassServer" AC has two input ports "hi-in" and "lo-in", and two output ports "hi-out" and "lo-out". In an AC of type "2ClassServer", each "job" arrival or departure is represented by a message. Thus a job arrival or departure is synonymous with (and represented via) a message arrival or departure respectively in our "2ClassServer".
The priority of a job arriving at the server is determined by the port on which it arrives. Thus high priority jobs arrive on input port "hi-in"
and low priority jobs arrive on input port "lo-in". As jobs finish service, they are sent out (as messages);
high priority jobs on "hi-out" and low priority jobs on "lo-out".
We will model the behavior of the "2ClassServer" AC using a CFG with four control states. We name these four control states: "I", "BL'>, "BH'>, and "P" which stand for "Idle", "Busy-Low", "Busy-High", and "Preempt", respectively, as shown in Figure 8 . When the POC is at control state "I" the server is idle. When the cent rol state is at "B L" the server is working on a low priority job (no high priority jobs are available). When the POC is at "BH" or "P" the server is working on a high priority job. If the POC is at '(P" there is also a "suspended)' low priority job which will be "resumed" when there are no more high priority jobs. Three PortEdges and three TimeEdges show the possible cent rol state transitions.
An overview of the behavior of this CFG is given next.
The POC will remain at control state "I" until a job is available.
If a high priority job is available (there is an unreceived message on input port '(hi-in") the POC will traverse the edge to "BH", executing the event "start-hio') during the traversal. If a low priorit y job is available (there is an unreceived message on input port "lo-in") the POC will traverse the edge to "BL", executing the event "start-loo'" during the traversal.
(A PortEdge event routine receives a single message from the associated input port in addition to any other action it may take.) If both types of jobs Control Flow Graph are available, the POC will move to "BH" because the edge to "BH" has an edge priority of "l" which is higher than the edge to "BL)' which has a priority of "2". (Lower numbers indicate higher priorities. Also note that there is no need to explicitly indicate a priority on edges where there is only one edge leaving a control state. )
When the POC enters either "BH'> or "P", processing of a high priority job begins. Processing then continues for the duration specified by the time delay function %-hio'" associated with the edges leaving "BH" and "P". After the specified time delay the POC moves again. The event routines associated with the edges leaving "BH" and "P" send a message to the "hi-out" output port indicating the completion of a high priority job. Even though the edges leaving "BH>' and '(P" share the same time delay function, they must have different event routines because the edge leaving "P" must also restore the state of the "preempted low priority job that was saved previously by the "start-preempt ()" event.
The definition of the "t-hio'" time delay function is straightforward as high priority jobs always run to completion once started. The "t-loo" time delay function on the TimeEdge from "BL" to '(l" is more complex because it is based on the "remaining" processing time required by a low priority job which may have been preempted one or more times before completing service.
3.2
Hierarchical Control Flow Graphs
Behavior specification using CFG'S is straightforward for the modeling of simple systems but can become complex when modeling the behavior of larger and more complex AC 's. As the complexity of an AC's behavior increases it becomes more difficult to model that behavior using CFG's due to two primary factors. The first is the possible explosion of the number of control states and edges required to model a complex behavior, and the second is that all names within an AC are in the same name space. (A MCS either contains another MCS in its entirety, or not at all.) Edges over which the POC (Point of Control) flows enter and leave MCS'S via "pins".
Pins pierce the encapsulation boundary of MCS's in a manner analogous to how ports pierce the encapsulation boundary of components in the HIG (i.e., pins names are the same on both sides of the encapsulation boundary). A MCS is similar to an encapsulated subgraph of a CFG, but with the following extensions and restrictions. Because a MCS is an encapsulated entity, the outside of an MCS is not visible from the inside of the MCS, and the converse also holds (with the exception of the pins).
The encapsulation boundaries formed by MCS'S also partition the function and variable name space within the AC's behavior specification.
A MCS (i.e., the conditions and events of the MCS) may not access functions or variables defined within other MCS'S in the HCFG, with the possible exception of those belonging to its parent MCS. A MCS may access only those functions and variables of its parent MCS to which it has been given explicit permission to access.
Edges leaving control states in a MCS are identical to those in CFG'S. Edges in MCS'S terminate on one of the MCS'S external output pins, one of the input pins of a child MCS, or on a control state within the MCS. There is no limit on the number of edges which terminate on a pin, however, exactly one edge originates from each pin. Edges originating frc)m pins do not have any attributes, that is, they do not have the three edge attributes (condition, priority, event) that edges originating from control states have, MCS'S have types (type names) and instances (instance names) in a manner analogous to components. We follow the same conventions with MC:3's that we used for components (i.e., type names are enclosed in parentheses and start with an uppercase letter and instance names start with a lower case letter). A capability that MCS's have that components do not is that MCS'S can be parameterized.
A list of parameters may be passed to a MCS type upon "instantiation" (i.e., when an instance of a MCS is created from the MCS'S type specification).
The "explicit permission" to access information belonging to a MCS's parent is granted via these parameters.
Operational Semantics
The operation of an HCFG is an extension of the operation of a CFG. The POC for an AC resides at a control state called the current control state. This current control state is contained within, a specific MCS, called the current MCS. Edges are selected in the same manner as in CFG'S. The POC leaves the current control state over the selected edge and the action specified by the event routine associated with the traversed edge is carried out just as in CFG'S. However, im an HCFG, the selected edge may terminate on either a control state within the same MCS, on an input pin of a child MCS, or on an output pin of the current MCS. If the selected edge terminates on a control state within the current MCS then the operation is identical to that of CFG'S. If the selected edge terminates on an input pin of a child MCS, then the POC enters that child MCS through the input pin. If the selected edge terminates on an output pin of the current MCS, then the POC leaves the current MCS and enters the current MCS'S parent MCS in the HCFG tree via the current MCS'S output pin.
When the POC traverses an edge that terminates on a pin, the POC will then continue to, traverse a sequence of directed edges, starting with the edge leaving the pin, until it eventually arrives at a control state. In contrast to control states, which may have an arbitrary number of outbound edges, each pin has exactly one outbound edge, thus no edge selection algorithmic required for edges leaving pins.
Since edges which originate from pins do not have the set ofthree attributes (priority, condition, and event) that edges originating from control states do, there is never a condition test required before traversing an edge originating from a pin, and there is no associated event to be executed during the traversal of an edge originating from a pin.
In the following subsection we show a simple example of AC behavior modeling in HCFG Models using MCS'S. TimeEdge from our original CFG (Figure 8 ) we first draw an encapsulation boundary around control state "BH>' as shown in Figure 9(a) . We then replace this encapsulation with a child MCS named "doHiJob" of type "(DoHiJob)" as shown in Figure 9 (b). (We represent MCS's contained within other MCS's graphically as ellipses so that it is easy to distinguish between the MCS's and control states (which are represented as circles).) This "doHiJob" MCS has two pins: "in" and "out" which specify, respectively, the paths over which the POC can enter and leave the MCS. The next step is to specify the internal view of a "DoHiJob" type MCS. A graphical representation of a "DoHiJob" MCS is shown in Figure 9 (c).
(The pins are shown as circles containing a "cross".) We see that a "DoHiJob" MCS has a single control state "S" which has one outbound TimeEdge.
Note that the conditions and events shown in Figures 9(b) and 9(c) are contained in different (encapsulated) MCS's and thus are in different name spaces. If any condition or event functions in the "doHiJob" MCS need access to any functions or variables in its parent MCS this access must be explicitly granted via parameters passed to the "DoHiJob" type MCS when "doHiJob" is instantiated (created). This parameterization of MCS's greatly enhances their capability for reuse. The sequential synchronous simulation execution algorithm runs on a sequential computer and executes all events in strict time order. Each AC is assigned a unique priority that is used to break event time ties. Each AC has either a pending edge or a conditionally pending edge which is selected from the set of edges leaving the AC's current control state by the simulation execution algorithm. A pending edge is
